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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Jobsinsight – your top
partner in recruitment and staffing
evolution. We excel in identifying,
recruiting, and training professionals
across diverse sectors. With a skilled
team of recruiters and industry
experts, our mission is to help clients
gain a competitive edge by
connecting them with top-tier talent.



ABOUT US
Jobsinsight has become the first choice for
many graduates. We provide a platform for job
seekers to get their desired job. In our lifetime,
we have provided opportunities to countless
job seekers and employees. Whether
FRESHERS or EXPERIENCED candidates, our
goal is to provide them an opportunity to
present themselves. We empower women
who want to kickstart their careers. We
achieve this through our career guidance
program, which is dedicated to nurturing the
overall professional development of
candidates.

FAUGET



VISION AND
MISSION

Vision Mission
Our mission is to provide an opportunity to
both organizations and skilled candidates. 
Both ends need to have quality work and
talent working for each other

Our vision is to bridge the skill gap in the job
market. To be the first choice to organizations
for Recruitment and staffing.



OUR SERVICE

Recruitment
Excellence Training

Solutions
Strategic

Partnerships
We specialize in identifying,
attracting, and placing top-tier
talent across various industries.
From entry-level positions to
executive roles, we tailor our
approach to meet the unique
needs of each client.

We go beyond talent acquisition.
Through tailored training
programs, we elevate skills and
capabilities, fostering the growth
and success of both individuals
and organizations.

We view our relationships with
clients as true partnerships. By
understanding your business
objectives and culture, we can
provide tailored recruitment
solutions that align with your
long-term goals.



CANDIDATES SERVICES

Candidate
evaluation Report

Live Project
Work

Mock 
Interviews

Placement

 In Evaluation report, we
get to know the
strengths and weakness
of candidates, places
where he can improve
and future scope. 
 

We provide live project
for our candidates to
work on. This gives
them hands on
experience on real
world problems. 

 We conduct various
mocks depending upon
requirements. Mock
helps candidates to
prepare for interviews. 

Our sole purpose is to
provide an opportunity
to every candidate.
And we make sure they
crack it on first
attempt



JOBS WE SERVE
Python Full Stack Java Full Stack

Digital Marketing Web Developer

Data Science Salesforce

SAP Android Developer

DotNet Developer Software Testing

AWS/Devops UI/UX Designer

PHP(Laravel) Non-IT Jobs
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Stage 1

Recruitment
Process

Initial Interview
Conduct phone or video
interviews to assess basic
qualifications,communicat
ion , and initial fit.

Stage 2
Assessment Tests
Administer skills  assessments  
aptitude tests, or other
relevant evaluations,
depending on the nature of
 the position.

Stage 3

Face-to-Face
Interviews

Conduct in-person interviews
with key stakeholders or a
hiring panel.

Stage 4
Final Interviews

Conduct final interviews with
senior management or
decision-makers.

Stage 5

Job Offer

Extend a job offer to selected
ones Negotiate terms,
including salary, benefits,
and start date.

Stage 6
Offer Acceptance
Confirm the candidate's
acceptance of the job offer.

Stage 7

Onboarding
Welcome the new employee
and facilitate their integration  
into the company.Provide
necessary training and
orientation. 



Office No. 26, 6th Floor, B
Building, City Vista, Fountain
Road Opp. Victorious Kids
School, Kharadi, Pune 411014

hr@jobsinsight.in

www.jobsinsight.in

+91 8762091922 / 9975623062

CONTACT US


